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WILLHITE FOREST PRODUCTS, INC. RESPONDENT
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Hearing before ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE ERIC PAUL WELLS in Fort
Smith, Sebastian County, Arkansas.

Claimant represented by C MICHAEL WHITE, Attorney, Little Rock,
Arkansas.

Respondents represented by MICHAEL RYBURN, Attorney, Little Rock,
Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On March 11, 2014, the above captioned claim came on for a

hearing at Fort Smith, Arkansas.   A pre-hearing conference was

conducted on January 29, 2014, and a pre-hearing order was filed on

January 29, 2014.   A copy of the pre-hearing order has been marked

Commission's Exhibit No. 1 and made a part of the record without

objection.

At the pre-hearing conference the parties agreed to the

following stipulations:

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of this claim.

2. On all relevant dates, the relationship of employee-

employer-carrier existed between the parties.

3. The claimant sustained a compensable injury in the form of

a hernia on September 19, 2011.
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4. The claimant’s weekly compensation rates are $222 for

temporary total disability and $167 for permanent partial

disability.

By agreement of the parties the issues to litigate are limited

to the following:

1. Whether the claimant is entitled to additional treatment

and evaluation at UAMS.

2. Whether the claimant is entitled to temporary total

disability from February 14, 2012, to a date to be determined.

3. Whether the claimant’s attorney is entitled to an

attorney’s fee.

Claimant’s contentions are:

“The claimant sustained an injury on September
9, 2011, which was accepted as a compensable
hernia injury.  Surgery was performed to
correct the hernia.  However, the claimant
continued to experience complications related
to the injury, and a second surgery was
performed.  However, the claimant continues to
experience severe complications and symptoms
related to the injury.  The respondents
initially accepted the claim and paid
benefits, including indemnity benefits and
medical benefits.  However, all benefits have
now been terminated.  The claimant contends
that additional medical treatment is
reasonably necessary for treatment of his
injury and he contends that he is entitled to
temporary disability benefits for the period
extending from the date he last received
indemnity benefits through a date yet to be
determined.  He also contends that his
attorney is entitled to an attorney’s fee.
All issues not raised are specifically
reserved.”

Respondents’ contentions are:

“The claimant injured groin.  His claim was
accepted and he had hernia surgery.  He has
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complained of abdominal pain and cramping
following his surgery.  These conditions are
not related to the hernia.  These conditions
are not supported by objective findings.”

The claimant, in this matter, is a thirty-seven-year-old male

who sustained a compensable injury in the form of an inguinal

hernia on September 19, 2011.  On September 30, 2011, Dr. Ronald J.

Mullis performed a right inguinal hernia repair on the claimant at

the North Hills Surgery Center.  Medical records indicate that on

November 17, 2011, the claimant was again seen by Dr. Mullis.  At

that time, the claimant reported some “mild-to-moderate right groin

pain.”  The claimant was placed on light duty and was scheduled to

return for further evaluation in one month.  On December 22, 2011,

the claimant returned to Dr. Mullis and continued to complain of

right groin pain.  The medical record from that visit indicates

that the physical exam revealed cellulitis and abscess in the right

groin.  Dr. Mullis performed a nerve block on the claimant in an

attempt to alleviate his right sided groin pain on December 29,

2011.  However, on the claimant’s January 5, 2012, visit he

indicated that he was still having right groin pain after the nerve

block that was performed at the previous visit.

On January 30, 2012, Dr. Mullis performed a right groin

exploration and ligation of the ilioinguinal nerve.  Dr. Mullis’

operative note from this procedure can be found at Joint Exhibit

No. 1, beginning on Page 16.  The operative note indicates “no

evidence of any recurrent hernia.”  The claimant returned on

February 6, 2012, for a post operative visit with Dr. Mullis.  The

history of present illness portion of that medical record indicates
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that the procedure performed was a ligation of the right

ilioinguinal nerve and states, “General recovery-well, as

anticipated.”  The report also indicates that the claimant reports

“pain in site.”

On February 14, 2012, the claimant reported to the Northwest

Medical Center in Springdale, Arkansas, emergency room via

ambulance.  At that time, the claimant’s chief complaint was “leg

pain (complete leg/no known injury).”  The medical report states,

“The patient reports that he had right
indirect inguinal hernia repair by Dr. Mullis
on 9/21/11 and then had right inguinal nerve
ablation performed by him two weeks ago due to
continued severe pain at the surgery site.  He
now reports that since then, he has had
gradually worsening pain and hyperesthesia at
the RLQ/right inguinal surgery site.  Then,
today on a road trip, he developed sudden
severe worsening of pain with radiation to the
right buttock and radiation down his posterior
leg and dorsal foot.  Pain is electric and
sharp, worse with valsalva and walking, and
relieved by rest.”

On February 16, 2012, the claimant was again seen by Dr.

Mullis.  Following is the history of present illness portion of the

medical report from that visit:

“HPI
post op visit:
Procedure Performed - right inguinal hernia
General Recovery - poorly
Pertinent Negative - fever, hematoma, excess
swelling, redness around the incision site
Pertinent Positives - pain”

The claimant was prescribed Percocet for pain.

On October 11, 2012, the claimant was seen at the University

of Arkansas for Medical Sciences.  The medical record from that

visit found at Joint Exhibit No. 1, Page 24, indicates that the
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claimant was having pain in the right hip, leg, and foot at a level

of 10 on the pain scale.  The quality/character of the claimant’s

pain was described as burning sharp and the duration was constant.

On October 24, 2013, the claimant was again seen at the 

University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences.  At that time, the

claimant gave a chief complaint of right leg pain.  The history of

present illness section is found at Joint Exhibit No. 1, Page 28,

and give an extensive description of the claimant’s treatment

history and current difficulties.  Following is the impression and

plan portions of the medical record from that visit:

“IMPRESSION: The patient appears to have some
aggravation of his sciatic nerve.  We do not
understand how this could be related to his
inguinal surgeries but we are unsure of the
etiology at this time.

PLAN: 
1. We feel that it would be best for Mr.
Callan to be seen by a neurologist here at
UAMS, and we have made a referral to them
today.
2. Please not that this patient was seen and
examined by Dr. Robertson, who formulated the
plan above.”

At the hearing, the claimant gave testimony regarding the

current difficulties he is having with his right leg and hip area

as follows:

“Q  This is the second surgery?

A  Yes, the second surgery, and the very next
day when I woke up, I had this severe, severe
-- you know, after the anesthesia, woke up, I
had a severe burning and like a pinching pain
that went around my hip right to my tailbone.
And I mean it was immediate the next day.

Q  Now, you are pointing, and is that to your
left side?
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A  To my right side.

Q  To your right side.  Okay.  I get confused
with left and right.  And sort of to the back?

A  Yes.

Q  And you are pointing -- and correct me if I
am wrong, you are pointing to about your
beltline?

A  Yes.  It is right down in the top -- like
in the very bottom of my tummy right there.

Q  And now you are pointing to just below the
bellybutton?

A  It is in my groin area, yeah.

Q  Was that something you experienced after
the first surgery?

A  No.

Q  Is that something new, then?

A  It was immediately after the second
surgery.

Q  Okay.  And your testimony was that that
began as the anesthesia started –

A  Yes, immediately.  I called my doctor back
and explained what was hurting; what was
wrong.  And he called me right back in.  And
after that, it was just a constant back and
forth to the doctor and it has been that way.

Q  Which doctor were you going back to,
Mullis?

A  Mullis.

Q  Were you able to go back to work to any
type of duty after that?

A  Huh-uh.

Q  Is that "no"?

A  No, sir.”
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The claimant has asked the Commission to consider his

entitlement to additional medical treatment in the form of

treatment and another evaluation at UAMS.  It is clear that the

claimant’s current difficulties relate to his hip, buttock, and

lower right extremity.  The doctor at UAMS states, “We do

understand how this could be related to his inguinal surgeries but

we are unsure of the etiology at this time.”  It is the claimant’s

burden to prove that the additional medical treatment he has

requested is both reasonable and necessary medical treatment as it

relates to his compensable injury.  Here, the claimant has failed

to do so.

The claimant has also asked the Commission to consider his

entitlement to temporary total disability benefits from February

14, 2012, to a date yet to be determined.  While he is having

difficulties currently, those difficulties do not appear to be

related to his compensable inguinal hernia or the consequences of

the surgical treatment provided for his inguinal hernia.  I find no

evidence in the medical records that any medical provider has

removed the claimant from work.  The claimant has failed to prove

by a preponderance of the evidence that he is entitled to temporary

total disability benefits in this matter.

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical

reports, documents, and other matters properly before the

Commission, and having had an opportunity to hear the testimony of

the witness and to observe his demeanor, the following findings of
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fact and conclusions of law are made in accordance with A.C.A. §11-

9-704:

FINDINGS OF FACT & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The stipulations agreed to by the parties at the pre-

hearing conference conducted on January 29, 2014, and contained in

a pre-hearing order filed January 29, 2014, are hereby accepted as

fact.

2. The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that he is entitled to additional medical treatment.

3. The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that he is entitled to temporary total disability

benefits.

4. The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that he is entitled to an attorney’s fee in this matter.

ORDER

Pursuant to the above findings and conclusions, I have no

alternative but to deny this claim in its entirety.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

_________________________
     ERIC PAUL WELLS
 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE


